F
rances Arnold, Linus Pauling Professor of Chemical Engineering, Bioengineering and Biochemistry at Caltech, won the 2018 Nobel Prize in Chemistry along with George Smith and Gregory Winter, and, in case you didn't notice, I tweeted about it. Like many scientists and allied enthusiasts, I await the big October announcement with the excitement and anticipation that I otherwise reserve for the Red Sox this time of year. But usually a little part of me dies inside when, year after year, no women make the Nobel roster (and these past few years the Red Sox have offered little consolation). Indeed, it has been almost a decade since Prof. Ada Yonath (Weizmann Institute) shared the 2009 Chemistry Prize for her work on the structure of the ribosome. The energy in the air was palpable that year, as women also shared in the Nobel Prizes for Physiology or Medicine, Literature, and even Economics. With 5 women from of a total 13 laureates, it was a moment that some construed as evidence that women's contributions to scholarship with "the greatest benefit to humankind" (in the words of Alfred Nobel) were finally being recognized. After all, prior to 2009 you had to go all the way back to 1964, before I was born, to find female chemistry Nobel Laureate Dorothy Crowfoot Hodgkin, and almost three decades back again to the Curie family era. But since the euphoria of 2009, the Nobel Prize announcements have been largely business as usual (and let's not even talk about the half-century deserts between each of the three women who have won Physics Nobel Prizes, including this year's co-recipient Prof. Donna Strickland (University Waterloo)).
So now, Prof. Arnold is a Nobel Laureate. She is the second woman to win the chemistry prize in my lifetime, and the fifth of all time. I like to think she is not the last I will celebrate, but honestly, I am not sure about that. With many decades between Nobel women in science, could this be the pinnacle of my jubilation? Ask any old-school Red Sox fan about their seasonal emotional roller-coaster of optimism, anticipation, and disappointment. Some friends told me that their moment of greatest despair was, ironically, just af ter the epic 2004 World Series championship, when they wondered whether it would be another 86 years before the next one. But, amazingly enough, the Red Sox became a winning team with three championships in the subsequent decade, and younger fans expect them to win many more...in their lifetimes.
Could women winning chemistry (and physics!) Nobel Prizes become as frequent an event as Red Sox appearances in the World Series? Even better, New England Patriots' appearances in the Superbowl? How about as often as there are women whose scientific discoveries and inventions have changed the world in spectacular ways, such as Prof. Arnold harnessing the power of diversity and natural selection to direct the evolution of new enzymes? In that case, I can look forward to celebrating the day when vast gender deserts no longer dominate Nobel Prize lists, when a drop of rain is no longer a headline-worthy event but just part of the natural order. As Mary K. Feeny wrote in BBC Future, "I look forward to the day when a woman receiving the most prestigious award in science is newsworthy only for her science and not her gender." Oh, and the Red Sox just eliminated the Yankees, so things are looking pretty good for me all around this month.
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